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An obvious lower bound on the chromatic number of a graph is the largest 
possible number of points in a complete subgraph. A sufficient condition is 
presented for these numbers to be equal. From this is derived a necessary and 
sufficient condition, believed to be new, for a graph to be n-colorable. 
TERMINOLOGY. We use the definitions in [I]. As there, P, denotes the 
path with IZ points, K, denotes the complete graph with n points, and the 
complement of a graph G is denoted by %. We say that X is G-connected 
if the subgraph of G induced by X is connected. x(G) is the chromatic 
number of a graph G and a(G) is its clique size, i.e., the maximum n for 
which G has a subgraph isomorphic to K, . 
AUXILIARY THEOREM. Let G be a graph with a point set X. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
1. G has no induced subgraph isomorphic to P4 
2. Every subset of X with more than one element is not G-connected or 
not G-connected. 
(For a generalization see the Lokalisierungslemma 2.2 in [2].) 
Proof. Let G have an induced subgraph G’ isomorphic to P, . G’ like 
P4 is connected and self-conplementary. Thus the point set of G’ is both 
G- and G-connected. 
On the other hand, suppose there is a non-trivial subset of X which is 
G- and G-connected. Let X’ be such a set with the number of points 
as small as possible, and let x1 be an arbitrary element of X’. X’ - {x,} 
is not G-connected or not G-connected. If necessary change the roles of G 
and G-such that X’ - {x1) becomes non-G-connected in every case. Since 
X’ is G-connected, there is a point x, E X’ - {x1) adjacent to x1 in 15. The 
subgraph of G induced by the non-G-connected set X’ - {x1} has more 
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than one component. Let X” be the point set of that component which 
contains x2 . A”’ and X’ - {x,} - A”’ are both non-empty and there is no 
line of G joining an element of X” and an element of X’ - {x,} - X”. 
Since X’ is G-connected, it follows that there are points -x3 E X” and 
X~ E X’ - {x,} - X” which are both adjacent to x1 in G. Let S’ be the set 
of all elements of X” adjacent to .‘cr in G and let S” be the set of all elements 
of X” adjacent to x1 in G. Because of x2 ES’ and x, ES” both sets are 
non-empty and, since they are complementary subsets of the point set of 
a component of an induced subgraph of G, there must be points x2’ ES’ 
and x3‘ ES” which are adjacent in G. We now have the points .~r , x2’, 
x3’, x4 such that {x2’, x3’;, {x~‘, xi), {x1 , XJ are lines of G and (x1 , x2’:, 
Cxz’, x,1, $4 > -%‘> are lines of G. The subgraph induced by [si , .Y?‘, x3’, .x4: 
is isomorphic to P4 for both graphs G and %. 
LEMMA. If a graph G has no induced subgraph isomorphic to P4 , then 
x(G) = o(G).l 
Proqf by induction. The lemma holds for the trivial graph with 
one point only, Let G be an arbitrary graph with more than one point, 
and suppose the lemma holds for all graphs with less points than G has. 
It follows from the auxiliary theorem that the point set of G is not 
G-connected or not G-connected, i.e., G or C is not connected. 
If G is not connected we consider the components Ci of G and obtain 
x(G) = max x(CJ and c(G) = max u(CJ. If G is not connected we con- 
sider the complements Ci of the components of G and obtain 
x(G) = C x(C) and a(G) = C u(C). 
In both cases x(G) == o(G) if x(CJ = g(Ci) for all C,‘s. Each Ci is an 
induced subgraph of G with less points than G has; like G it has no induced 
subgraph isomorphic to P4, and by supposition: x(C) = o(CJ. 
COROLLARY. A graph is n-colorable if and only if it is a subgraph of 
some graph which itseuhas no induced subgraph isomorphic to P,l or K,,, . 
This is an immediate consequence of the lemma and the obvious fact 
that every n-colorable graph is a subgraph of a complete rz-partite graph, 
which is the simplest case of a connected graph containing none of the 
forbidden subgraphs. 
1 After this paper was submitted for publication the author was informed that graphs 
containing no P4 can be obtained from ICI by repeated doubling of one point with or 
without joining the two doubles and that this procedure is known (Lovasz, Discrete 
Marh. 2 (1972), 253-267) to preserve x = 0. 
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